MEETING HELD TO ORGANIZE BOAT CLUB

Twenty-Eight Men Interested in Crew Efforts Its Establishment.

Twenty-seven men attended the meeting for the purpose of organizing a boat club yesterday afternoon in the Talbot. As a result the Technology boat club was permanently organized and temporary officers elected as follows: President, T. C. Green; Secretary, C. E. Sifton; and temporary Manager, W. J. Stewart.

Here is the 1,000th line of work. In the great corporation the idea of the two kinds of work is fully realized, namely, the effect on the men engaged in the two kinds of work. Here it is that patient men, skilled in investigation with other good factors are sacrificed to the rush for business. Justly such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1913

President Vail in making the announcement that the idea of the boat club was conceived by Dr. Martin, spoke of the intention of his company to endow research in the Technology laboratories, called attention to the growing feeling on the part of large commercial interests that it would be beneficial to them to invest in scientific researches of broad scope, and in so doing presents an attitude that will make commercial research versus research in educational institutions in case ways fully realized, namely, the effect on the men engaged in the two kinds of work. Here it is that patient men, skilled in investigation with other good factors are sacrificed to the rush for business. Justly such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable. Such freedom in giving time to research for the great arduous work of active business, where permanence of the superior business will, in private laboratories, and solely for educational institutions that is not allowable.

The Juniors had the lead at the end of the first half, with the score standing 3 to 3 but lost out in the second half through lack of good work. Only at moments did they show streaks of last year's brilliancy. Readon, the Y. M. C. A. captain, put up a good game for his team on the floor. (Continued to Page 3, Col. 2.)